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Holding his tongue would be an existential crisis to a brilliantly outspoken thinker such as Cornell West, and he let Harvard University have more than a piece of his mind. In a brief yet poignant ...
Cornell West resigns from Harvard because of their "intellectual and spiritual bankruptcy"
Explain decentralization in rural and urban areas. Note: The chapter ‘Democracy and Diversity’ to be assessed in the Periodic Tests only and will not be evaluated in Board Examination.
CBSE Class 10 Social Science Syllabus 2021-2022 PDF: Combined for Term 1 & Term 2
Attracting, retaining, and energising new and young members in the teacher trade union movement – this key topic was at the heart of a recent webinar organised by Education International’s Africa ...
Africa: Resilience, diversity, and purpose at heart of union renewal drive
My concern in this essay is with the political uses of “democracy” in relation to two diametrically opposed notions that symbolize two equally opposed states of affairs. One is the settled structure ...
Athenian Political Thought and the Reconstitution of American Democracy
On 10 occasions since the formal opening of ... The Scottish Parliament stands for democracy and diversity, and on ceremonial occasions those elements should be celebrated in addition to honouring ...
Holyrood needs a democratic and diverse royal opening ceremony for a democratic parliament
What is the most glorious, most amazing feature of a political territory with truly educated, fully informed citizens and is host to quality schools, from kindergarten to ...
Epic fail of PH education sweet music to warlords and clans
The group is concerned that the changes, pushed through in 2020 by appointees of former U.S. President Donald Trump and set to take effect next year, will restrict shareholder democracy just as ...
Investors sue U.S. regulator over Trump-era AGM resolution rules
A record 54 corporations including Target and CVS opened up about employment diversity. But others, including FedEx, Exxon and Walgreens, refused.
What Amazon, Disney, Walgreens and others won’t tell you about the diversity of their workers
One of the key mistakes that critics and Modi’s political opponents make is to perceive his governance style as episodic ...
Cabinet reshuffle showed Narendra Modi’s stress on politics of performance, inclusivity and grooming next generation leadership
For all stakeholders to see the maximum benefits, your company’s leadership team must also reflect diversity ... with complexity or remain relevant to democracy. Democratizing companies and ...
14 Important Benefits Of A More Diverse Leadership Team
With state judiciaries lagging their federal counterparts in demographic and professional diversity, law firms, state bar associations and other stakeholders should help build a path for more people ...
State Courts' Stark Lack Of Diversity Demands Action
With the number of Covid-19 cases in Indonesia skyrocketing and threatening to overwhelm the medical system, President Joko Widodo’s administration is contemplating ordering another lockdown while ...
Sentencing the Political Fugitive to Confine the Islamist: Rizieq Shihab and Indonesian Democracy
how does one dismantle democracy while enhancing its facade? “In the Soviet Union, there was a lot of homogeneity. And that homogeneity ruined the Soviet Union, because people need diversity.
Interview: ‘An overdose of freedom is lethal to a state,’ says former key Putin adviser
Independent Institutions Consolidating Democracy "Our democracy will always be fragile without strong and independent institutions. South Africa enacted chapter 10 of its constitution titled ...
Nigeria: Nothing to Restructure - Angry SANs, Elders Battle Buhari
Danielle Fugere, president and chief counsel at As You Sow, said, "Coming out of a calamitous year where the foundations of democracy ... reached agreements with 10 companies to adopt new policies ...
Midyear Report: GCs See Record Votes On ESG Resolutions
By Daniela Mohor W. Elisa Lonc n, a Chilean linguist, grew up in a "ruka," a traditional wood and straw hut where the Indigenous Mapuche people live in ...
How to write a new constitution for a divided and unequal Chile
Yet the president’s job description requires that he should live with and manage our national diversity ... Democracy Day broadcast, Mr. Buhari claims that his administration migrated a whopping ...
Dividends of Buhari’s Summer Revelations
Several states have passed laws to control what educators can say to their students. Some of these laws can be used to prevent teachers from talking about religions or politics or race. The July 7 ...
Readers comment on new laws involving classroom teaching, the For The People Act and more
It matters for the diversity of our public life, it matters for the way in which the public can engage with representative democracy, and it matters for the safety and emotional wellbeing of the ...
Chance of holding Batley and Spen as low as 5%, say key Labour figures
Independent Institutions Consolidating Democracy “Our democracy will always be fragile without strong and independent institutions. South Africa enacted chapter 10 of its constitution titled ...
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